Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Make a Simple Multi-Tile Object


You will need: 

	Transmogrifier (Tmog)

Graphics program with colour modes and layer capabilities
A folder to store your working files
An idea of what you want to make
	An item base
	The Sims game


Notes: 
Always use Maxis items or custom bases for new item bases. Do not use someone else's objects unless the creator has said they may be cloned or used as bases.

To find a specific Maxis item to use as your base, search for the category of the item (like chairs or tables), then look in each of the items that comes up until you find what you're looking for. Maxis items are often grouped together by the expansion pack they were included in, although that is sometimes only indicated by a number. 

This tutorial is for a simple new item - a multi-tile object with no transparent parts or animation, that is a different shape and size as the base used, but nothing too complicated. We'll take it nice and easy. 

Making a new item is quite straightforward and it can be very quick or it can take a while, depending on the graphics involved. You can expect a new item to take anywhere from half an hour to a couple of weeks, although simple items should take less time. Most of your time will be spent on the graphics.

I'm sure by now you're getting tired of reading the same thing over and over so this time around we're going to do things a little differently. Before you attempt this tutorial, please read the one before it. Because making a simple multi-tile item is very much the same as making a simple single tile item. So much so, in fact, that you can follow the single tile item tutorial for most of it. Because of that, I'm going to just do a quick run through of the steps, focusing mainly on the things you need to do differently or extra to the steps in the single tile item tutorial. 


Steps:

Your first step in making a new multi-tile item is to work out what you want to make. Same as with the single tile item, the type of item, function and size are the three things you need to know in order to choose an appropriate base item. Of course, right off, one of your choices is already clear. If you're reading this tutorial, then you're not making a single tile item, right? As with the other tutorial, your item should also not be animated or contain any transparent parts.

Chosen an object to make? Good! If you're having trouble deciding, a windowseat or a two tile short bookcase would suit this tutorial. 

	Now you know what you're making, you need to find a suitable base for it, so you know the drill. Go into your game and look through the objects in that category available to you for cloning/recolouring. You're looking for something in the same type, with the same function and size as your new item. As with the single tile item tutorial, if possible, try and find a base that completely covers the space you need for your new item. Make a note of the item's name and description so you can find it again.


	Close your game, then open Transmogrifier (Tmog). 
Important Note: Do not try to open Tmog while your game is running as that can cause file corruption.


	I don't really need to tell you how to find and clone something in Tmog by now, right? That's what you need to do in this step.


	The options you need to choose in the 'Export Object File' window are a bit different for a multi-tile item. Uncheck the 'Create Sub Directories' box if you want all of your files in one folder (it saves more time when opening them) and also uncheck the 'Just Change Colours' box. Either of the two 'All Channels' option will work, but this time 'One Zoom, All Channels' is even easier than 'All Zooms, All Channels', as you have at least 2 sets of graphics to deal with this time around. As you saw in the other tutorial, you can refine the smaller zooms' graphics at a later stage. Again though, if you really want to, you can select the 'All Zooms, All Channels' option now. The big difference with a multi-tile object is that, if you choose 'One Zoom, All Channels', then you also need to uncheck the 'Smooth Small Zoom Edges' box over in the 'Automatic Zoom Generation' section. If you don't, you'll end up with lines in your object. When you're happy, click 'OK' and export your base object's graphics. 


	Time to open a new file in your graphics program to work in. Give yourself more room than you have so far, since you're working on more tiles this time. Don't forget to save your work file regularly.


	As with the single object tutorial, again you're not just dealing with one type of 'Sprite' but with 3 types. Also again, there's no need to panic. For now, just open all of the P sprites. I'm sure you remember they're the ones on the yellow background. I'm also sure you remember my spiel about colour modes. Although I've said that you can choose what mode to use, you do get better results if you convert to RGB mode at this point, then convert the sprites with your final graphics back to 'Indexed/256/Paletted/8 Bit Colour' before saving them. But it is still your choice as to what you feel comfortable working in, and what your graphics program can handle.


	Make sure when you mask the yellow around your item that you get every pixel. Sometimes multiple items have pixels connected to one piece when they're all the way over in another piece. You'll need to keep an eye out for those. Copy and paste all of the p sprites into your work file and it's a good idea to save once they're in there. 


	Your next step is a bit different. In your work area, you need to match up the sprites for each view of your item and align them into complete views. 


	Before you do anything else, make copies of all of the pieces for each view and move them off to the side, keeping the views intact. You'll need them later.   


	Again, you're going to use the base graphics as a size template, but this time you won't be masking around the graphics individually. Instead, we're going to do something a bit different. Select the pieces that make up one view, then combine them together into one object/layer. Repeat for each view. When you have them all done, pick one to start with and mask it off. Or, if you need to mask while creating your new object, create another layer on top of the base object view to work in. Don't forget to keep your new object within the base object, as much as possible. 


	The fun part is even more fun when you have more tiles to play with. Make the graphics for your new object however you want, but try and enjoy yourself. That's why we do this, after all. It's fun. Don't worry about fitting your new object to tiles just yet, that comes later. For now your only job in this step is to make your graphics.


	All done? All right. You now have the graphics for your new multi-tile item. For each view graphic, copy it as many times as there are tiles in your new item. Align those copies up over the original base graphic pieces you put aside earlier. Make sure you get the copies perfectly aligned with each other and all of them should be as close to the bottom of the base graphics as you can get them, and centred across. 


	Working on one piece at a time, mask off a base graphic piece, then 'Clip to Mask' (or whatever similar command your graphics program has) one copy of your new graphic's corresponding view. Keep doing that until you have a piece of new graphic for every tile in every view of your base object.  


	Copy each one and paste it as a new object/layer into the corresponding base object sprite, which should still have a mask in place around the base object's graphic. If you get a warning about colour, read it carefully and do what it says. It if says that your pasted image isn't in the right format, convert your sprite to 'RGB/24 bit colour' and try pasting it again. 

When you move your new graphic into place, align it with the edge that fits into the next tile in the object. As you used the original pieces to get the shape of the new pieces, they should fit exactly  Do NOT remove the mask yet. 


	Your new graphic should now be a separate object/layer to the background. Switch to the background and paint the masked area in the same shade of yellow as the rest of the P sprite. How you do it will depend on your graphics program. It could be a rollup, or you could just have to click the background to select it, or something else entirely.


	When the original graphics are painted over, you can remove the mask.


	'Merge Down' or 'Flatten' or 'Combine with Background' all layers/objects so all your objects go into the sprite.


	If you converted your sprite from 'Indexed/Paletted/256 Colours/8 bit colour' mode earlier, it's now time to convert it back again. Remember, P sprites all need to be in this mode in order to work in Tmog. 


	Save your P sprites but don't close them, as you're not done with them just yet. It's A and Z sprite time! I'm sure you're thrilled...


	I went through this in detail in my single tile item tutorial, so I'll just recap this bit quickly. Pick a P sprite and mask the yellow background. Show it no mercy. Then copy the yellow background and paste it into both the A and Z sprites that correspond with that particular P sprite. Do this for all of the P, A and Z sprites. 


	In all of the A and Z sprites, align the pasted background so it covers the whole sprite, then mask it and delete the pasted image, leaving only the mask. 


	In every A sprite, paint the masked area solid black. Invert the mask and paint the new masked area solid white, or clear the masked area, or erase it. Whatever it takes to get it pure white. Then either use a 'Gaussian Blur' on the masked area, or go around the edges with a small regular blur or blend brush. For a single tile object, that's all there is to it, but there is one more very important step for a multi-tile A sprite. Take your eraser tool, or paint white over the blurred area along any edges where that tile meets another tile. The meeting edges need to be crisp white with no grey, otherwise you'll end up with a line between the tiles of your object. You don't want that. If you're unsure where the tiles meet, it's better not to use a 'Gaussian Blur' at all. Once that's done, you can remove the mask and save your A sprite. 


	In every Z sprite, paint/clear/erase the masked area with solid white. Invert the mask and check very carefully to make sure that all of the masked area is filled with the graduating grey of a 'Z Buffer'. If it's not, fill in any missed spots with the shade of grey closest to it. Once that's done, remove the mask and save your Z sprite.


	Back in Tmog, I'm sure I don't need to tell you again how to import your graphics back into your new item. Go ahead and do that.


	Click on 'View Object' to view your new item. Likely the first thing you'll notice is that your item is all in pieces and nothing is aligned. Don't worry about that for now. Just focus on the graphics themselves. Look at every view and in every zoom, checking for problems. Pay close attention to the outer edge of your items. There should be no sign of the background yellow. Also check the edges where the tiles meet. They should be crisp and not smoothed. Make a note of any problems and click 'OK' to get back out again. 


	If you're not happy with the quality of the smaller zooms' graphics, you can now export your file again to fix them. Don't forget to uncheck the 'Smooth Small Zoom Edges' box again. You have to uncheck it every time you export from a multi-tile object.
	If you're happy with the shape, but not the graphics, choose 'All Zooms, One Channel'.

If you're not happy with either the shape or the graphics, choose 'All Zooms, All Channels'.
If you're fine with how the smaller zooms look, then you don't need to do anything extra.

	When you're happy with the graphics, it's time to adjust their positioning. With a multi-tile item you first need to select a tile graphic to move. Click up in the top bar where it says 'All Tiles' to see a list of that item's tiles, then select one to ungrey the positioning tools. Now, for each view, use the positioning buttons to move that part of your new item to where you want it to sit on its corresponding tile. Do the same for every tile in your item. You need to align them perfectly with no overlap. Don't forget to click on the 'Set All' button beside the positioning buttons, when you're happy with the view for each graphic. Also don't forget to check the smaller zooms. I use a magnifying program (comes with Windows 7 as part of the 'Ease of Access' programs in the 'Accessories' folder) so I can see everything more clearly. It really helps when making sure tile graphics are aligned correctly. 


	Once you're happy with the positioning and all of the views of your item are aligned and looking good, export the whole item back to your work folder. Just to make absolutely sure the new positions are locked in. 


	Click 'Edit Object' to set your new painting's catalogue name, price and description and don't forget to use the 'Set All' button so everyone using any language will see your item's information.


	Close Tmog, start up your game and put your new object on a lot. One with a Sim if you need to test anything with one. Put the item through its paces and see how the Z sprites go. Remember: 
	If it's something a Sim uses, put it out on a lot where there is a Sim, to try using it.

If it goes on a table, put it on a table and see if it sinks down into it or not. 
If it's a very tall item (like a column, a bookcase or a ceiling lamp), build four walls around it and put a ceiling tile on top, to see if it pokes through at all.
Enclose it with walls and rotate your view, testing the three zooms as you go. Ideally, no part of it should be poking through a wall but this is the most common problem at this point.
If it sits on the ground, test it on both flooring and on rugs. 

	If you notice any problems, you will need to fix them before you can consider your item completely finished. How you fix them will depend on the problem. My tutorial on Fixing Z Buffers contains more information, but in short:
	If an item is poking through a wall, an item in front of it, or a Sim, it means the Z sprites are too dark in that area. Lighten them gradually, importing into Tmog, then checking the result in your game each time, as you don't want to make them too light. Remember to turn Tmog off before starting your game.
	If an item is not showing in front of a wall, an item behind it or a Sim, or sinking into a table, floor or rug, it means the Z sprites are too light in that area. Darken them gradually, checking in your game each time you make the smallest change. Don't forget to import them into Tmog each time or you won't see changes.


	You may need a bit more patience with multi-tile Z sprites than with single tile ones but they work just the same. Go slowly. Don't try to take care of everything all at once. Bit by bit will get you there with more of your sanity still intact. Eventually you will end up with your finished item. 


Congratulations, you have now successfully made a simple multi-tile object for your Sims 1 game! 


